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NO MATTER WHEN, NO MATTER 
WHERE, NO MATTER WHY

WORKSHOP EXERCISE

I want to stress how important it is to know 

that you always have the right to change your 

mind during personal interactions. You are 

NOT signing a contract when you decide to 

spend time with someone, kiss them, touch 

them, or any other activity. Even if you are in 

a relationship and living with someone, or 

even married to them, you still have the right 

to have changing boundaries, from moment 

to moment. Just because you wanted to do 

should want to do it again right now.

In the next bit, Erica talks about how her personal boundaries have changed 

with a demonstration that usually helps people visualize their boundaries 

-

ary strategy that suits you.

The reality is that we often don’t know exactly where a boundary is until 

right after it is crossed. I used to be the kind of person who trusted people 

too much, too quickly and I kept my boundaries close like this, so that 

when they were crossed I would be hurt.
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CHANGING YOUR MIND

Hold your arms in front of you in a semicircle with your hands close to your 

chest and then use one hand to show how crossing that line immediately 

impacts your chest.

Over time I have learned to keep my boundaries further out, so that when 

they are crossed I am still okay.

Move the semicircle further out from your body, so that this time when you 

use one hand to demonstrate crossing that line it is far enough from your 

chest that it doesn’t make contact.

Depending on how well I know the person, or how safe I feel, I can move 

my boundaries further out, or closer in.

Use your semicircle of arms to demonstrate moving a midway boundary 

closer in, then further out. For a laugh, you can orient yourself towards 
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someone and in a joking way put your arms out as far as possible with an 

This business of feeling into your body, and noticing what it feels like to 

say or do the opposite of what you actually want, takes practice, so we’re 

going to lead on to another exercise that helps participants do that in a fun 

way. You’ll be splitting them into groups of three, but if the numbers are 

wrong, one or two groups of four will still work. If you do have a group of four, 

let them know that their individual turns will be a little shorter.

Okay, we’re going to do a fun exercise to practice what we’ve just learned. 

For this exercise, we’re going to split up into groups of three. Once you’re 

Once everyone is divided up and the No people have been chosen, 

Okay, No person, your job is to say no to everything. No matter how much 

you want to say yes, you have to say no. The other two people in the 

group, your job is to ask the No person things that make it hard to say no 

to. An example could be, “Can I give you some money?” or, “Would you let 

me do your chores for you?” Don’t ask about anything to do with sex or 

violence please. If you are the No person, remember to check in with how 

your body is feeling when you say no to something you would rather say 

yes to. Okay, you can start now please.
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CHANGING YOUR MIND

After a minute or so get them to switch to another No person. If you have 

groups of four, approach that group a little sooner and get them to switch. 

After another minute or so, repeat the process so that everyone in each 

group gets a turn as the No person. There is usually a lot of laughter during 

this exercise.

Great. Thanks for doing that. We’re going to do that again except this 

time the No person is a Yes person. This time it is your job to say yes to 

everything. You’re not going to DO anything, but you have to say yes. The 

other two, your job is to ask questions that make it hard for the Yes person 

to say yes. An example could be, “Will you listen to some poetry I just 

made up?” or, “Could I have your cell phone please?” Again, no questions 

about sex or violence. If you are the Yes person, remember to check in 

with how your body is feeling when you have to say yes to something you 

would rather say no to.

Once again get them to change Yes people every minute or so, until everyone 

has had a turn. Encourage a discussion of what they got out of the last 

exercise. Some possible questions are:

 – “How did it feel to say no when you wanted to say yes?”

 – “How did it feel to say yes, when you wanted to say no?”

 – “Did you notice any sensations in your body?”

 – “Any ‘aha!’ moments to share?”
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OPTIONAL DISCUSSION TOPIC

For younger participants

For older participants

Questions

SUMMARY


